In the absence of annual laminations, time series generated from lake sediments or other sim-11 ilar stratigraphic sequences are irregularly spaced in time, which complicates formal analysis 12 using classical statistical time series models. In lieu, statistical analyses of trends in palaeoen-13 vironmental time series, if done at all, have typically used simpler linear regressions or (non-) 14 parametric correlations with little regard for the violation of assumptions that almost surely 15 occurs due to temporal dependencies in the data or that correlations do not provide estimates 16 of the magnitude of change, just whether or not there is a linear or monotonic trend. Alter-17 native approaches have used Loess-estimated trends to justify data interpretations or test hy-18 potheses as to the causal factors without considering the inherent subjectivity of the choice of 19 parameters used to achieve the Loess fit (e.g. span width, degree of polynomial). Generalized 20 additive models (GAMs) are statistical models that can be used to estimate trends as smooth 21 functions of time. Unlike Loess, GAMs use automatic smoothness selection methods to objec-22 tively determine the complexity of the fitted trend, and as formal statistical models, GAMs, 23 allow for potentially complex, non-linear trends, a proper accounting of model uncertainty, 24 and the identification of periods of significant temporal change. Here, I present a consistent 25 and modern approach to the estimation of trends in palaeoenvironmental time series using 26 GAMs, illustrating features of the methodology with two example time series of contrasting 27 complexity; a 150-year bulk organic matter δ 15 N time series from Small Water, UK, and a 3000- 28 year alkenone record from Braya-Sø, Greenland. I discuss the underlying mechanics of GAMs 29 that allow them to learn the shape of the trend from the data themselves and how simultane-30 ous confidence intervals and the first derivatives of the trend are used to properly account for 31 model uncertainty and identify periods of change. It is hoped that by using GAMs greater at-32 tention is paid to the statistical estimation of trends in palaeoenvironmental time series leading 33 to more a robust and reproducible palaeoscience. 34 1 Introduction 35 Palaeoecology and palaeolimnology have moved away from being descriptive disciplines, 36 rapidly adopting new statistical developments in the 1990s and beyond (@ Smol et al., 2012). 37 Less development has been observed in the area of trend estimation in palaeoenvironmental 38 time series. The vast majority of data produced by palaeoecologists and palaeolimnologists 39 is in the form of time-ordered observations on one or more proxies or biological taxa (Birks, 40 2012b; Smol, 2008; Smol et al., 2012). Typically these data are arranged irregularly in time; 41 in the absence of annual laminae or varves, the sediment core is sectioned at regular depth 42 intervals (Glew et al., 2001), which, owing to variation in accumulation rates over time 43 and compaction by overlying sediments, results in an uneven sampling in time. An under-44 appreciated feature of such sampling is that younger sediments often have larger variance 45 than older sediments; each section of core represents fewer lake years in newer samples, 46 relative to older samples. This variable averaging acts as a time-varying low-pass (high-cut) 47 filter of the annual depositional signal.
where 0 is a constant term, the model intercept, representing the expected value of where 146 is 0. 1 is the slope of the best fit line through the data; it measures the rate of change in such as these (Epperson, 1987; Runge, 1901) . Finally, the choice of what order of polynomial to 170 fit is an additional choice left for the analyst to specify; choosing the optimal is not a trivial 171 task when the data are a time series and residual autocorrelation is likely present.
( ) = 0 + ( ) (4b)
where is the expected value (e.g. the mean count or the probability of occurrence) of the 191 random variable ( ≡ ( )) of which we have observations . is the link function, an and +∞, and it is on this scale that model fitting actually occurs (i.e. using equation (4b)).
198
However we need to map these unbounded values back on to the non-negative response scale.
199
The inverse of the log link function, the exponential function, achieves this and maps values 200 to the interval 0-∞ (equation (4c)).
201
In (4a), we further assume that the observations are drawn from a member of the exponential 202 family of distributions -such as the Poisson for count data, the binomial for presence/absence 203 or counts from a total -with expected value and possibly some additional parameters Θ 204 ( ∼ EF( , Θ)). Additionally, many software implementations of the above model also allow 205 for distributions that are not within the exponential family but which can be fitted using an 206 algorithm superficially similar to the one used to fit GAMs to members of the exponential 207 family (e.g. Wood et al., 2016) . Common examples of such extended families include the 208 negative binomial distribution (for overdispersed counts) and the beta distribution (for true 209 proportions or other interval-bounded data). It is clear from the plots of the data (Figure 1 ) that we require the fitted trends for the Small 212 Water δ 15 N and Braya-Sø U K 37 time series to be non-linear functions, but it is less clear how to 213 specify the actual shape require. Ideally, we'd like to learn the shape of the trend from the 214 data themselves. We will refer to these non-linear functions as smooth functions, or just smooths 215 for short, and we will denote a smooth using ( ). Further, we would like to represent the 216 smooths in a way that (4) is represented parametrically so that it can be estimate within the 217 well-studied GLM framework. This is achieved by representing the smooth using a basis. A 218 basis is a set of functions that collectively span a space of smooths that, we hope, contains the 219 true ( ) or a close approximation to it. The functions in the basis are known as basis functions, 220 and arise from a basis expansion of a covariate. Writing ( ) as the th basis function of , the 221 smooth ( ) can be represented as a weighted sum of basis functions
where is the weight applied to the th basis function.
223
The polynomial model is an example of a statistical model that uses a basis expansion. For the 224 cubic polynomial ( = 3) fit shown in Figure 2 there are in fact 4 basis functions: 1 ( ) = 0 = 1, 225 2 ( ) = , 3 ( ) = 2 , and 4 ( ) = 3 . Note that 1 ( ) is constant and is linked to the 226 model intercept, 0 , in the linear model (2), and further, that the basis function weights are the 227 estimated coefficients in the model, the .
228
As we have already seen, polynomial basis expansions do not necessarily lead to well-fitting 229 models unless the true function is itself a polynomial. One of the primary criticisms is that 230 polynomial basis functions are global (Magee, 1998); the value of at time point affects the 231 value of at time point + even if the two time points are at opposite ends of the series. There 232 are many other bases we could use; here I discuss one such set of bases, that of splines.
233
There are a bewildering array of different types of spline. In the models discussed below we 234 will largely restrict ourselves to cubic regression splines (CRS) and thin plate regression splines 235 (TPRS). In addition, I also discuss two special types of spline basis, an adaptive spline basis 236 and a Gaussian process spline basis.
237
A cubic spline is a smooth curve comprised of sections of cubic polynomials, where the sections 238 are joined together at some specified locations -known as knots -in such a way that at 239 the joins, the two sections of cubic polynomial that meet have the same value as well as the 240 same first and second derivative. These properties mean that the sections join smoothly and 241 differentiably at the knots (Wood, 2017, 5.3.1).
242
The CRS can be parameterized in a number of different ways. One requires a knot at each 243 unique data value in , which is computationally inefficient. Another way of specifying a 244 CRS basis is to parameterize in terms of the value of the spline at the knots. Typically in 245 this parametrization there are many fewer knots than unique data, with the knots distributed 246 evenly over the range of or at the quantiles of . Placing knots at the quantiles of has the 247 effect of placing a greater number of knots where the data is densest.
248
A CRS basis expansion comprised of 7 basis functions for the time covariate in the Small Water 249 series, is shown in Figure 3a . The tick marks on the x-axis show the locations of the knots, 250 which are located at the ends of the series and evenly in between. Notice that in this particular 251 parametrization, the th basis function takes a value of 1 at the th knot and at all other knots 252 a value of 0.
253
To estimate a model using this basis expansion each basis function forms a column in the model 254 matrix X and the weights can be found using least squares regression (assuming a Gaussian A rank (size) 7 cubic regression spline (CRS) basis expansion is show in a), with knots, indicated by tick marks on the x-axis, spread evenly through the rang of the data. b) shows the same CRS basis functions weighted by the estimated coefficients , plus the resulting GAM trend line (black line drawn through the data). The grey points in both panels are the observed 15 N values. c) A rank 7 thin plate regression spline basis for the same data.
response). Note that in order to estimate a coefficient for each basis function the model has 256 to be fitted without an intercept term. In practice we would include an intercept term in the 257 model and therefore the basis functions are modified via an identifiability constraint (@ Wood, 258 2017). This has the effect of making the basis orthogonal to the intercept but results in more 259 complicated basis functions than those shown in in Figure 3a . ity that they require as many basis functions as data. It is much more likely that the true func- the CRS basis will not be noticeable. For highly resolved series containing more than~1000 295 observations the truncation may be costly computationally. In such instances, little is lost by 296 moving to the CRS basis with the same number of knots as the rank of the desired TPRS, with 297 the benefit of considerably reduced set up time for the basis.
298
To fit a GAM using either of the two regression spline bases described above, the analyst is 299 generally only required to the specify the size (rank) of the basis expansion required to rep-300 resent or closely approximate the true function . With practice and some knowledge of the 301 system from which the observations arise, it can be relatively easy to put an upper limit on 302 the expected complexity of the true trend in the data. Additionally, the number available data 303 points places a constraint on the upper limit of the size of basis expansion that can be used.
304
In practice, the size of the basis is an upper limit on the expected complexity of the trend, 305 and a simple test to check if the basis used was sufficiently large (Pya and Wood, 2016) . This 306 test is available via the gam.check() function in mgcv for example, which essentially looks at 307 whether there is any additional nonlinearity or structure in the residuals that can be explained 
Smoothness selection 318
Having identified low rank regression splines as a useful way to represent , we next need 319 a way to decide how wiggly the fitted trend should be. A backwards elimination approach 320 to sequentially remove knots or basis functions might seem appropriate, however such an 321 approach would likely fail as the resulting sequence of models would not be strictly nested, 322 precluding many forms of statistical comparison (Wood, 2017) . Alternatively, we could keep 323 the basis dimension at a fixed size but guard against fitting very complex models through the 324 use of a wiggliness penalty.
325
The default wiggliness penalty used in GAMs is on the second derivative of the spline, which 
The right hand side of (5) is the penalty in quadratic form. The convenience of the quadratic 330 form is that it is a function of the estimated coefficients of ( ) where S is known as the penalty 331 matrix. Notice that now both the weights for the basis functions and the wiggliness penalty 332 are expressed as functions of the model coefficients.
333
Now that we have a convenient way to measure wiggliness, it needs to be incorporated into 334 the objective function that will be minimised to fit the GAM. The likelihood of the model given the parameter estimates ( ) is combined with the penalty to create the penalized likelihood 336 ( ):
The fraction of a half is there simply to make the penalised likelihood equal the penalised 338 sum of squares in the case of a Gaussian model. is known as the smoothness parameter 339 and controls the extent to which the penalty contributes to the likelihood of the model. In 340 the extreme case of = 0 the penalty has no effect and the penalized likelihood equals the 341 likelihood of the model given the parameters. At the other extreme, as → ∞ the penalty 342 comes to dominate ( ) and the wiggliness of ( ) tends to 0 resulting in an infinitely smooth 343 function. In the case of a second derivative penalty, this is a straight line, and we recover the 344 simple linear trend from (1) Figure 5 : GAM-based trends fitted to the Small Water 15 N (a) and Braya-Sø U K 37 (b) time series. The shaded bands surrounding the estimated trends are approximate 95% across-the-function confidence intervals. For the U K 37 series, two models are shown; the orange fit is the result of a GAM with a continuous-time AR(1) process estimated using REML smoothness selection, while the blue fit is that of a simple GAM with GCV-based smoothness selection. The REMLbased fit significantly oversmooths the U K 37 time series.
using the gamm() function (Wood, 2004) in the mgcv package (Wood, 2017) for R (R Core Team,
.
390
The fitted trend is shown in Figure 5a , and well-captures the strong pattern in the data. The Figure 6 : GCV and REML scores as a function of the smoothness parameter . From left to right, GAMs were estimated using GCV and REML smoothness selection, and REML using a basis dimension of 40 and observational weights to account for heterogeneity in the U K 37 times series. The selected value of for each model is indicated by the vertical grey line.
Fitting this model as a standard GAM with REML smoothness selection resulted in the same 406 fitted trend as the GAM with CAR(1) errors (not shown), whilst using GCV smoothness se-407 lection resulted in a much more satisfactory fitted trend. There are two potential problems 408 with the GCV-selected trend: i) GCV is sensitive to the profile of the GCV score and has been 409 shown to under smooth data in situations where the profile is flat around the minimum GCV 410 score, and ii) the model fitted assumes that the observations are independent, an assumption 411 that is certainly violated in the U K 37 time series.
412
To investigate the first issue, the GCV and REML scores for an increasing sequence of values 413 of the smoothness parameter ( ) were evaluated for the standard GAM (equation (4)) fit to the 414 U K 37 time series. The resulting profiles are shown in Figure 6 , with the optimal value of the 415 parameter shown by the vertical line. The GCV score profile suggests that the potential for 416 under smoothing identified by Reiss and Ogden (2009) is unlikely to apply here as there is a 417 well-defined minimum in profile.
418
To understand the reason why the GAM plus CAR(1) and the simple GAM with REML smooth-419 ness selection performed poorly with the U K 37 time series we need to delve a little deeper into 420 what is happening when we are fitting these two models.
421
The primary issue leading to poor fit is that neither model accounts for the different variance 
Confidence intervals and uncertainty estimation 464
If we want to ask whether either of the estimated trends is statistically interesting or proceed 465 to identifying periods of significant change, we must address the issue of uncertainty in the es-466 timated model. What uncertainty is associated with the trend estimates? One way to visualise 467 this is through a 1 -confidence interval around the fitted trend, where is say 0.05 leading 468 to a 95% interval. A 95% interval would be drawn at̂± ( 1− × SE(̂)), with 1− = 1.96, the 469 0.95 probability quantile of a standard normal distribution, and SE(̂) is the standard error of 470 the estimated trend at time . This type of confidence interval would normally be described 471 as pointwise; the coverage properties of the interval being correct for a single point on the fitted 472 trend, but, if we were to consider additional points on the trend, the coverage would logically be lower than 1 -. This is the traditional frequentist interpretation of a confidence interval. However, the GAM described here has a Bayesian interpretation (Kimeldorf and Wahba, 1970; Silverman, 1985; Wahba, 1983 Wahba, , 1990 ) and therefore the typical frequentist interpretation does 476 not apply. Nychka (1988) investigated the properties of a confidence interval created as de- that is consistent with the fitted trend but also reflects the uncertainty in the estimated trend.
495
This process is known as posterior simulation. Figure 7 shows 20 random draws from the posterior distribution of the GAMs fitted to the posterior simulations exhibit short periods of increasing and decreasing trend, balancing out 499 to the relatively flat trend estimated by the GAM (Fig. 7a ). Reflecting this uncertainty, we 500 might expect relatively wide simultaneous intervals during this period in order to contain the 501 vast majority of the simulated trends. Conversely, the decreasing δ 15 N trend starting at~1945 502 is consistently reproduced in the posterior simulations, suggesting that this feature of the time 503 series is both real and statistically significant, and that the rate of change in δ 15 N is relatively 504 precisely estimated. We see a similar pattern in Figure 7b for the Braya-Sø record; the large 505 peak in U K 37 at~250CE and the strong decline at~1200CE are well defined in the posterior 506 simulations, whereas most of the localised trends that are smaller magnitude changes in 507 are associated with posterior simulations that are less well constrained with the ends of the 508 record in particular showing considerable variation in the strength, timing, and even sign of 509 simulated trends, reflecting the greater uncertainty in estimated trend during these periods.
510
For the random draws illustrated in Figure 7 , a (1 -)100% simultaneous interval should con-511 tain the entire function for on average 19 of the 20 draws.
512
There are a number of ways in which a simultaneous interval can be computed. Here I follow 513 the simulation approach described by Ruppert et al. (2003) and present only the basic detail; a 514 fuller description is contained in Appendix 1. The general idea is that if we want to create an 515 interval that contains the whole of the true function with 1 -probability, we need to increase 516 the standard Bayesian credible interval by some amount. We could simulate a large number 517 of functions from the posterior distribution of the model and then search for the value of 1− 518 that when multiplied by SE(̂( )) yielded an interval that contained the whole function for
519
(1 − ) 100% of the functions simulated. In practice, the simulation method of Ruppert et al.
520
(2003) does not involve a direct search, but yields the critical value 1− required.
521
Simultaneous intervals computed using the method described are show in Figure 8 alongside 522 the across-the-function confidence intervals for the trends fitted to both example data sets. As 523 expected, the simultaneous interval is somewhat wider than the across-the-function interval.
524
The critical value 1− for the simultaneous interval of the estimated trend in δ 15 N is 3.08, 525 whilst the same value for the U K 37 series is 3.42, leading to intervals that are approximately 526 ±50% and ±75% wider than the equivalent across-the-function intervals. 
543
Derivatives of the fitted spline are not easily available analytically, but they can be estimated 544 using the method of finite differences. Two values of the estimated trend, separated by a very 545 small time-shift (Δ ), are predicted from the model; the difference between the estimated values 546 for the two time points is an approximation of the true first derivative of the trend. As Δ → 0 547 the approximation becomes increasingly accurate. In practice, the first derivative of the fitted 548 trend is evaluated using finite differences at a large number of points in the time series. An 549 approximate (1 -)100% pointwise confidence interval can be calculated for the derivative 550 estimates using standard theory (i.e. ±1.96×SE(̂) for a 85% interval) and the covariance matrix 551 of the spline coefficients. A (1 -)100% simultaneous interval for the derivatives can also be 552 computed using the method described earlier. Periods of significant change are identified as 553 those time points where the (simultaneous) confidence interval on the first derivative does not 554 include zero.
555 Figure 9 shows the estimated first derivative of the fitted trend in the Small Water (9a) and Figure 9 : Estimated first derivatives (black lines) and 95% simultaneous confidence intervals of the GAM trends fitted to the Small Water 15 N (a) and Braya-Sø U K 37 (b) time series. Where the simultaneous interval does not include 0, the models detect significant temporal change in the response. pated 1 − , leading to a greater chance of false positive results.
602
Problems estimating the GAM plus CAR(1) model were encountered when this was fitted to 603 the U K 37 time series; including both a smooth trend in the mean U K 37 and a CAR(1) process in 604 the residuals lead to an unidentifiable model. What makes a model with a spline-based trend 605 and an autocorrelation process like the CAR(1) potentially unidentifiable?
606
Consider again the basic GAM for a smooth trend, (3). In that equation the correlation ma-607 trix Λ was omitted for the sake of simplicity. As I did in (6), I reintroduce it and restate the 608 distributional assumptions of this model
In the basic GAM, Λ ≡ I is an identity matrix, a matrix with 1s on the diagonal and 0s elsewhere
which is where the independence assumption of the model comes from; a model residual is is the correlation between residuals separated by Δ years, wherê= 0.6. The shaded band is a 95% pointwise confidence interval on the estimated correlation ℎ.
for Λ was used -the CAR(1) with correlation parameter . Fahrmeir and Kneib (2008) show 614 that where the stochastic structure of and Λ approach one another, i.e. where we have a 615 potentially wiggly trend or strong autocorrelation as → 1, the two processes can quickly 616 become unidentifiable (see also Fahrmeir et al., 2013) . By unidentifiable, we mean that it be-617 comes increasingly difficult to distinguish between a wiggly trend or strong autocorrelation 618 because these two processes are very similar to one another in appearance. This leads to model 619 estimation problems of the sort encountered with fitting the GAM plus CAR(1) model to the 620 Braya-sø U K 37 series.
621
Why might this be so? Autocorrelation is the tendency for a large (small) value of at time Figure 12 : Gaussian process smooths fitted to the U K 37 time series. REML score traces for GAMs fitted using power exponential ( = 1) or Matérn ( = 1.5) correlation functions as a function of the effective range parameter ( ) are shown (a). The optimal model for each function is that with the lowest REML score. b) shows the resulting trends estimated using the respective correlation function with the value of set to the optimal value. and for = 3.5 655 (ℎ) = {1 + ℎ/ + 2(ℎ/ ) 2 /5 + (ℎ/ ) 3 /15} exp(−ℎ/ ) .
In all cases, is the effective range parameter, which sets the distance beyond which the cor-656 relation function is effectively zero. 657 Figure 11 shows examples of two different correlation functions; the power exponential (Fig-658 ure 11a), and the Matérn (Figure 11b ) correlation functions. These functions are smooth and 659 monotonic-decreasing, meaning that the value of the correlation function decreases with in-660 creasing separation (ℎ). When ℎ = 0, the correlation is equal to 1 ( (0) = 1); two samples taken 661 at exactly the same time point are perfectly correlated. As ℎ → ∞, the correlation tends to zero 662 ( (ℎ) → 0); two samples separated by a large amount of time tend to be uncorrelated. Often 663 we are interested in learning how large the separation in time needs to be before, on average, 664 a pair of observations is effectively uncorrelated (i.e. where (ℎ) is sufficiently close to zero). and its corresponding value of , with lowest penalised log-likelihood or score statistic is then 678 retained as the estimated GAM. Figure 12a shows the REML score for models estimated using ongoing and a degree of method maturation occurring.
808
One currently available avenue for fitting a multivariate GAM is via regularized sandwich 809 estimators and GLMs (Warton, 2011), which involves fitting separate GLMs (or GAMs) to 810 each response variable and subsequently using resampling-based hypothesis tests to deter-811 mine which covariates are related to variation at the community level and for individual taxa 812 (Wang et al., 2012; Warton, 2011; Warton et al., 2012) . The mvabund package (Wang et al., 2012) 813 implements this approach within R and can use mgcv to fit GAMs to each species.
814
A pragmatic although inelegant approach that has been used to estimate trends in multivariate 815 palaeoecological data is to first summarise the response data using an unconstrained ordina-816 tion via a PCA, CA, or principal curve and then fit separate GAM models to the site (sample) 817 scores of the first few ordination axes or principal curve (Beck et al., 2018; Bennion et al., 2015) .
818
Whilst this two-step approach is relatively easy to implement and builds on approaches that 819 palaeoecologists already use to summarise multivariate stratigraphic data, it is best thought of 820 as modelling changes in abundance or relative composition at the community level. It is less 821 well suited to unpicking taxon-specific trends however, because the ordination step combines change as an important factor for human migration in west greenland. Proceedings of the National
and the corresponding estimate of the true function given by the fitted GAM denoted byf g .
1019
The difference between the true function and our unbiased estimator is given by
where C g is a matrix formed by the evaluation of the basis functions at locations g, and the part 1021 in square brackets is the bias in the estimated model coefficients, which we assume to be mean 0 1022 and distributed, approximately, multivariate normal with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix
where V b is the Bayesian covariance matrix of the GAM coefficients. 
